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Fast neutron capture cross section data of natural Mo are presented; a

feasibility study on integral neutron spectrum measurements in the low-

energy region of large LMFBR's is discussed. The post-irradiation

examination results of the fuel pin of loss—of-cooling experiment

R63-L18 and the progress made with preparations for the HFR-TOP transient

overpower experiments on fuel pins under irradiation in the pool-side

facility of the HFR are reported on. An exact determination of the

thermochemical properties of uranyl halides is discussed. Results of

mechanical tests on stainless steel DIN 1.4948 specimens are given.

Aerosol leakages through blocks of concrete are determined. In the

field of heat transfer and hydraulics, data on fully-developed turbulent

flows in rod bundles have been obtained suing the code VITESSE, results

of Laser Doppler Anemometer measurements performed on water flowing

through a square channel are given and progress is reported on the

study of local boiling occurring behind a flow blockage in a 28-rod

bundle.
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GENERAL

This progress report summarizes the fast reactor research carried out by

ECN at Petten during the period covering the fourth quarter of 1977.

The majority of work described forms part of an integrated fast breeder

research and development programme also in progress at the national

nuclear research centres at Karlsruhe and Mol. This combined effort is

based on a memorandum of co-operation in the fast reactor field signed

by the respective governments in 1967 and on a memorandum of understanding

signed by the research centres.

The ECN research is mainly concerned with the core of the sodium-cooled

breeder SNR-300 and the related safety aspects. It comprises six items:

- A programme to determine relevant fission-product nuclear data;

- A fuel performance programme comprising in-pile cladding failure

experiments and a study of the consequences of loss-of-cooling and

overpower;

- Basic research on fuel;

- Investigation of the changes in the mechanical properties of austenitic

steel 1.4948 due to fast neutron doses; this material has been used in

the manufacture of the reactor vessel and its internal components;

- Study of aerosols which could be formed at the time of a fast reactor

accident and their progressive behaviour on leaking through cracks in

the concrete containment;



- Studies on heat transfer in a sodium-cooled fast reactor core. As

fast breeders operate at high power densities, an accurate knowledge

of the heat transfer phenomena under single—phase and two-phase

conditions is sought.
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I. REACTOR PHYSICS

1. Fission-product nuclear data

(H. Gruppelaar)

In the previous progress report | 1 | a great deal of attention was

devoted to the ECN contributions to the Second IAEA Advisory Group

Meeting on Fission Product Nuclear Data (FPND) which was held at

Petten, 5-9 September, 1977. ConrJusions drawn from this meeting

have led to a reconsideration of the ECN fission-product nuclear data

programme for the next two years. It has been decided to continue

the existing FPND evaluation programme including adjustments of

capture cross sections based upon STEK integral data. More emphasis,

however, will be given to the combined analyses of integral data from

STEK and foreign facilities (e.g. CFRMF, EBR-2). A change has also

been made in the priority of the nuclides under examination. The

relative cross sections will be evaluated according to the requirements

expressed at the above-mentioned FPND conference.

In the next two years it is hoped to obtain adjusted capture cross

sections, i.e. point cross section data and group constants, of about

thirty additional nuclides. These data will be used, together with

those previously obtained, for the calculation of pseudo-fission

products applied in fast breeder designs. Some attention will also

be devoted to the natural elements in the fission product mass range,

see Section 1.1.
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Section 1.1 gives also some results on the evaluated neutron cross

sections of natural Mo and of a number of Nd isotopes. The results

pertaining to Mo were presented at a conference held at Geel,

Belgium |2j.

In Section 1.2 a short summary is presented of work on group constants

for use in SNR-2 design calculations. The flux weighting spectrum

used for these group constants is that of the SNR-2. Both STEK and

CFRMF data have been used in adjusting tht:se data.

In the previous period |1[, reports have been issued on pre-equilibrium

theory models |3|, experiences with adjustments |A|, fission-product

cross sections |5, 6, 7| and adjusted flux spectra of the STEK

facility |8|. In report |8|, the calculated STEK spectra |9| have been

adjusted to fit some selected integral data, taking into account co-

variance matrices of both t. • spectra and the experimental data.

The reports |9, 10, 11| are still in preparation.

ji]iEvaluationofneutron crosssections

(H. Gruppelaar and B.P.J. van den Bos)

In the FPND evaluation of neutron cross sections of individual isotopes,

cross sections for a number of natural elements were obtained as well.

The evaluated RCN-2 cross sections for natural Nb, Rh, I, Cs, La and Pr

|7, 12| are now available in KEDAK format. For the elements Mo, Pd, Ag

and Sm, only the isotopic data are available, see Refs. |7, 12. | .

Therefore, a code called KENAK-2 has been developed which utilizes the

isotopic RCN-2 cross section file in computing elemental cross sections.

This code treats most of the current KEDAK data types. The energy grid

for the above elemental cross sections contains all energy points of the

isotopic capture cross sections (or another grid given by input). The

number of points is afterwards reduced by removing superfluous points

with the code KEMA |l3|. The code KENAK-2 limits the number of resolved

resonances as well as the number of target levels for inelastic

The contribution of 0.09% 13RLa is neglected.
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Fig. 1 Fast capture cross section data for natural Mo.

The experimental points have been taken from Ref. 16j (Fr70),

|)7| (Ko69), |181 (Mu76) and |l9| (We71). The data of

Ref. |l8| are averaged data given in a histogram. Some thin

solid lines have been drawn through the experimental points

in order to guide the eye.

The dot-dashed line (histogram at low energies to represent

group-averaged cross sections) is from evaluated ENDF/B-IV

data |l4|. The RCN-2 evaluation |l2| is represented by a

dashed line for E > 10 keV, the dotted line is a calculated

statistical-model extension. The recommended curve is

indicated by a thick solid line; below A.65 keV group-averaged

data have been plotted.
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scattering to given input values. This code is being tested and will

be used to supply the RCN-2 evaluated data file with cross sections

for natural elements.

The first natural element under consideration has been molybdenum

because of its importance as a structural material and also because

it has been put forward as a simulant of fission products in fast

reactor mock-up experiments (e.g. in the ZEBRA facility). In the

previous progress report |l| and in Ref. |2| it has already been

mentioned that the (adjusted) Mo capture group constants based on the

RCN-2 evaluation and STEK integral data are much lower (% 18%) than

the group constants calculated from the current ENDF/B-IV |lA| and

KEDAK-3 |15| evaluations. Therefore, a new evaluation of the fast

capture cross section of natural Mo has been made taking into account

both the available recent differential data |l6-19| and the integral

STEK data for natural Mo and the Mo isotopes |20-2l|.

In Fig. 1, the newly evaluated curve, together with the (old) RCN-2

evaluation obtained from summation of isotopic contributions and the

well-known ENDF/B-IV evaluation, are given. The old RCN-2 evaluation

is recommended in the energy range below I keV. The new evaluation is

in very good agreement with the STEK integral data.

Recent experience with reactivity measurements in the Italian RB-2

reactor also indicates that the ENDF/B-IV capture cross section of

natural Mo is much too high |22|.

(H. Gruppelaar and H.Ch. Rieffe)

The evaluation of neutron cross sections for the isotopes lt|2Nd, 11+3Nd,

11+uNd, lt45Nd, 146Nd, lh7lld, 1U8Nd, 150Nd and natural Nd is in progress.

Resolved resonances for most of these isotopes have been taken from the

Brookhaven compilation |23 and recent data from Musgrove et al. |24|.

Preliminary statistical model calculations have been performed with the

average resonance parameters given by Musgrove et al. |241 . The optical

model parameters adopted are from Igarasi et al. |25|. This appears to

result in a very good fit of the total cross section of natural Nd.
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Adrusted evaluated data

(H. Gruppelaar)

The fission product capture cross sections above 1 keV are usually

described by a statistical model in which the most important parameters

are the s- and p-wave neutron strength functions S and S\, the mean

s-wave level spacing D , and the average capture width <F >. The

adjustments of group constants based upon integral data |6, 21j

have been translated into adjustments of these parameters. By

recalculation of the capture cross sections with the adjusted parameters

"adjusted" point cross sections have been obtained. Up to now these

data, based on STEK reactivity worth measurements J20|, have been

calculated for 11 nuclides, viz. 103Rh, 109Ag, 1 2 7 > 1 2 9 I ,

147,148,149,150,151,152,154Sm<

In the near future, CFRMF activation data |26| will also be used to

adjust the point cross sections. Moreover, adjusted point cross

sections for the natural elements will be calculated using the method

explained. All data will be given in KEDAK format.

1^2^_Group__constants

(B.P.J. van den Bos)

Codes

The ECN-code BENCSTK is used for the calculation of 26-group constants

from the RCN-2 point cross section files in KEDAK format. Recently,

the code 4-ACES |27|, which also processes these files, has been

adapted.

The KEDAK processing code MIGROS-3 |28| has been converted to our

CDC-6600 computer. Most modules have been already tested.

Adjusted capture group constants for use in calculations for the SNR-300

reactor have been published |5, 6, 21|. The flux weighting spectrum

used was that of the KFKINR-set 1291 . Recently, calculations have been

made of the adjusted capture group constants by applying the weighting

spectrum of the SNR-2 reactor |30|- This has been done for all
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34 nuclides mentioned in Refs. |5, 6, 21|. Adjustments have been

based where possible on combined STEK ]20 j and CFRMF 1261 data in

accordance with Ref. J5|. For a further 135 nuclides, for which no

adjusted group constants were given in Refs. |5, 6, 21|, new group

constants were generated from ENDF/B-IV using the code 4-ACES |27J.

The complete set of group constants for 169 nuclides will be used to

calculate pseudo-fission products for the SNR-2 design.

2. A feasibility study of integral neutron spectrum measurements

in the low-energy region of large fast reactors

(A.J. Janssen, W.P. Voorbraak)

Licensing and plutonium breeding considerations have led to the design

of various alternative core lay-outs of large sodium-cooled fast

reactors. Several proposals on LMFBR's with internal breeder regions,

e.g. central breeder regions, distributed breeder "islands", have been

put forward in the past few years. These so-called heterogeneous cores

offer the advantage of smaller positive sodium-void coefficients while

at the same time the breeding ratio of these reactors is higher than

that of conventional homogeneous cores.

A drawback of the heterogeneous reactors is their smaller negative

Doppler coefficient. In order to predict this Doppler coefficient with

sufficient accuracy, one must be able to determine with accuracy the

neutron spectrum in the energy region of importance for the Doppler

effect, i.e. below 5 keV. Numerous integral and differential measure-

ments in mock-ups of conventional fast reactor cores together with

experience gained with power reactors have given sufficient confidence

in the calculation methods used for neutron spectra and Doppler

coefficients of conventional fast reactor cores. However, these methods

are not necessarily appropriate for heterogeneous cores; further

spectrum measurements in mock-ups of such cores will be necessary to

verify the calculation methods.

An extensive experimental programme is being conducted in the ZEBRA

facility at Winfrith (UK) to study various properties of large

homogeneous and heterogeneous cores. This project called BIZET has
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been set up by the UKAEA and KfK . In the framework of the DeBeNe

co-operation on fast breeder reactor development, ECN in 1976 proposed

conducting a series of integral spectrum measurements in the Doppler

region using activation detectors. On the ground of this proposal the

BIZET project requested ECN to be responsible for the following:

- Preparation of the fine group cross section libraries of possibly

suitable detector materials;

- Making a feasibility study of the measuring method.

This work has since been carried out by the above authors during a

four-month stay at AEEW in 1977.

grou£_cross_sect^ions

performing cell calculations with the English computer programme

MURAL, a broad group cross-section library (37 groups) of all cell

constituents (and activation detector materials) is needed in obtaining

a first estimate of the fission source and either k rr or the critical
eff

buckling of the cell. For a more detailed calculation of the space and

energy distributions of the neutron flux, 1IURAL makes use of a fine

group library (2240 groups).

Preliminary broad group calculations performed by Sanders showed that

the reactions 55Mn(n,y), 59Co(n,y), 181Ta(n,y), and 197Au(n,y) (all

measured relative to 239Pu(n,f)) would provide a valuable check on the

calculated spectrum in the Doppler region. These nuclides were

suggested on account of their availability in metallic form, suitability

of half-life and radiation, and status of cross-section data. The four

reactions emphasize different parts of the below 5 keV region.

Up-to-date cross-section libraries for 55Mn and 181Ta were already

available, but the broad group and fine group libraries for 59Co and

197Au had to be prepared using recent point cross-section evaluations

in UKNDL format.

The libraries for 59Co (containing a , a , a , a ,, a n , a ,
t tr n,n n,n n,2n n,y

a and a ) were prepared and completed using 16 computer programmes

Formerly GfK
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on the Winfrith and Harwell computers. The cross sections were based

partly on the ENDF/B-III evaluation and partly on an English evaluation

which holds ENDF/B-IV dosimetry data. As far as 197Au is concerned, an

improved point cross section evaluation has been developed and recently

completed by AEEW. The group cross section libraries pertaining to this

nuclide will become available in February 1978.

2_j_2_1_FeasibilitY_study__of_tlie activation_measurementis

The prime objective of the experiments is to provide a basis for

comparing predictions of the relative flux in the Doppler region (below

5 keV) in different BIZET core regions (inner core versus outer core,

voided versus unvoided) and in different cores (conventional versus

unconventional).

Various aspects play a role in the choice of the optimal conditions for

the measurements and in the interpretation of the measurements, e.g.,

a) Variation of the low-energy response with detector foil thickness;

b) Variation of the count rate (and hence the statistical accuracy)

with detector foil thickness;

c) Possibility to sharpen up the low-energy response by using the triple

(sandwich) or quadruple (sandwich-plus-bare) foil techniques;

d) Disturbing effects due to lattice-foil resonance interactions (e.g.

manganese present in the ZEBRA steel plates and cans will shield the

55Mn(n,y) reaction);

e) Effect of cell heterogeneity;

f) Uncerttiinties in the calculated Doppler flux and (n,y) reaction rates

due to uncertainties in cell compositions (hydrogen content, manganese

content);

g) Uncertainties in the calculated (n,y) reaction rates due to uncertain-

ties in detector cross sections;

h) Uncertainties in the calculated fluxes and reaction rates due to

approximations in the calculation model (one-dimensional slab-model

used for an essentially two-dimensional cell).

These aspects have been investigated in more or less detail by making

numerous MURAL transport calculations for three different cells relevant

to the BIZET programme. With the results of these calculations

uncertainties have been estimated of relative Doppler fluxes deduced

from activation measurements.
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Some of the conclusions of the work are:

1) Relative Doppler fluxes deduced from activation measurements

conducted at one particular position in one particular BIZET core

are very uncertain due to several systematic errors in the measure-

ments and calculations. It is only for comparing relative Doppler

fluxes in different reactor configurations that the measurements

might provide a useful basis (as indeed is the main objective of

the measurements).

2) In such a comparison of relative Doppler fluxes the main source of

uncertainty in the single-foil activation method lies in the

uncertainty of the high-energy (n,y) cross section, whereas in the

multi- (i.e. triple or quadruple) foil method it lies in the

statistical error of the count rate.

3) The multi-foil method can be used to advantage with Mn and Co foils,

but is unattractive for Ta, and most probably for Au, foils. Also

in applying the single-foil method, Mn and Co are more suited than

Ta.

4) The triple foil method can be optimized (i.e. the influence of

statistical errors can be decreased) by using sets of more than

three foils and comparing the count rates of outermost and innermost

foils. However, multi-foil measurements are much more elaborate than

single foil measurements and require detailed preparation.

5) The estimated uncertainties in the hydrogen contents of the ZEBRA cell

plates do not play an important role in the interpretation of the

(relative) activation measurements. The same applies to the

uncertainties in the manganese contents of the cells.

6) The approximate representation, in MURAL, of the space distribution of

manganese in the cells may introduce an error in the calculated 55Mn

activation rate of up to 6%, but in comparing measurements in similar

lattices the effects are largely systematic.

7) The one-dimensional space representation, in MURAL, of the cells and

foils introduces serious systematic errors in the calculated low-

energy fluxes and activation rates (e.g. of the order of 10%—15% for

59Co(n,Y)).

8) The target accuracy for the ratio of the relative Doppler fluxes in

two core configurations is ideally 5%, although measurements to a

lower accuracy would be useful. This target accuracy cannot be

obtained with any of the reactions or experimental methods considered
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here. This applies especially to the harder neutron spectra

expected in the heterogeneous cores. Only a combination of the

information drawn from all reactions and methods (taking into

account all possible systematic and random errors) may provide

a useful check on the calculated spectrum in the Doppler region.

Following on from these studies, an irradiation of foils in normal and

sodium-voided cores has been made in ZEBRA, and the analysis is in

rrocress.
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II. FUEL PERFORMANCE UNDER OVERLOAD CONDITIONS

I . Loss-of-cooling experiments

(H. Kwast)

During this quarter experiments R63-L17 and L19 were performed and the

post-irradiation examination of LI 8 completed.

L17

Fuel pin LI 7 reached a burn-up of approx. 27 MWd/kg UÜ2- The fuel

consisted of 20% enriched UO2 pellets. The capsule was equipped with a

closed shroud tube. The total LOC time was 13.3 sec.

The object of experiment LI 7 was to determine if failure of the fuel

column occurs when the LOC time is in the region of 14 sec. This choice

of LOC time was based on the following considerations:

In the experiments with a LOC time of 17.5 sec, e.g. with L15, extensive

failure of the fuel stack was observed. However, in the two experiments

with pre-irradiated fuel pins L10 and Lll with LOC times of 10.2 and

I1 sec. respectively the fuel stacks had remained intact although the

canning had seriously failed. The LOC time of experiment L!7 was

therefore chosen to be halfway between those of L10 and LI5. The main

irradiation data are given in Table 1. The temperature measurements of

the inner sodium layer indicate sodium boiling started after 8.1 sec.

at a temperature of 1085 C. The pressure measurements show fuel pin
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Table 1 Irradiation data of experiments R63-L17 and LI9

Average linear power

Type shroud tube

Max. stationary sodium temp.

Burn-up

Average heating rate up to

Na boiling

Total LOC time

Effective LOC time

Normalized LOC time

Initial fuel pin pressure

Start sodium boiling - time

- temp.

Fuel pin failure

Pressure pulse - height

- start

- peak

W. cm *

°C

MWd/kg U02

s

s

s

bar

s

°C

s

bar

s

s

L17

518

closed

570

27

73

13.3

12.4

12.2

16

8.1

1085

9.04

-

-

-

L19

543

open

516

0

77

17.5

16.5

16.3

1

8.0

1060 '

9.7

> 60

12.0

13.3
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Fig. 2 Neutronradiograph of capsule R63-L17.
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Fig. 3 Radial cross section of fuel pin R63L18 at appiox. 70% of the fuel stack height.

About 60% of the cross section melted.

Fig. 4 Radial cross section of fuel pin R63-L18 at approx. 8% of the fuel stack height.

As can be seen the inner sodium annulus is almost completely filled with

solidified fuel; the shroud tube is partially melted.
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Fig. 5 Axial cross section and corresponding autoradiograph of fuel pin R63-L18

at the lower interface of the fuel stack. Note the jets of solidified UO~

and the disappearznee of the canning.
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Fig. 6 Detailed illustration of the axial cross section of fuel pin R63-L18 as

indicated in Fig.5. Note the contact between fuel and shroud tube at

the location where the latter had melted.
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failure occurred after 9.04 sec. which is about one second after the

onset of sodium boiling. No pressure pulse was recorded.

The neutronradiograph of capsule LI7, Fig. 2, reveals considerable fuel

stack failure between 35 and 85% of the enriched fuel stack. The

position where molten U0 2 ejected from the centre of the fuel is

indicated by an arrow. The canning melted away over a length of 220 mm,

between 12 and 100% of the enriched fuel stack.

kll
Experiment R63-L19 was carried out with a fresh fuel pin. The

experimental conditions were the same as for LI4. A repetition was

needed because the loss-of-cooling condition of the latter had only

existed up to the time of premature melt-through of the sodium

containment [31, 32|. The irradiation data are also given in Table 1.

As can be seen, in this case a pressure pulse of > 60 bar was measured

starting after 12 sec. Unfortunately the peak value exceeded the range

of the recorder. However, a pulse height of 105 bar was estimated by

extrapolation after 13.3 sec.

A sharp temperature increase of thermocouple No. 2, located at the lower

end of the fuel stack, set in after 12.8 sec. A peak value of 1320 C

was reached after 13.0 sec. Thermocouple No. 1, located 6 cm below

No. 2 near the bottom plug of the fuel pin, also showed a sharp

temperature rise starting after 13.3 sec. A peak temperature of 1445 C

was measured after 13.4 sec.

A neutronradiograph is not yet available. However, the measurements

during the test indicate that the measured pressure pulse was due to

violent sodium vapour generation in the lower part of the capsule. This

was most probably caused by hot fuel and/or canning material falling

down to a point in the capsule where liquid sodium was still present.

L18

The post-irradiation examination of fuel pin R63-L18 has been completed.

The irradiation conditions and some results were reported in the previous

quarterly progress report |l|. Experiment LI8 was carried out after

pre-irradiation pf the fuel pin up to 0.5 MWd/kg UO2. The LOC time was

17.5 seconds.
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The neutronradiograph |i| showed bulging of the fuel, jets of solidified

UO2 at the lower end of the fuel stack and changing of the upper half of

the fuel stack into a thin-walled cylinder of UO2.

Unfortunately radial cross sections could not he made of the fuel in the

bulged region owing to collapse of the fuel stack after removal of the

sodium.

Figure 3 shows a radial cross section at the location where molten fuel

flowed away from the centre (by gravitation). The fraction of the

central fuel that had melted at this location was approx. 0.60. The

fuel cylinder remaining had a wall thickness of about 0.6 mm. No

breakthrough of the fuel was observed. As can be seen from this figure,

the canning completely disappeared but the shroud tube remained intact.

Figure 4 shows a radial cross section at approx. 10% of the height of

the fuel stack and illustrates the presence of molten fuel around the

pellet and very close to the shroud tube. The latter melted through

at this location.

Jets of solidified fuel are clearly visible in the axial cross section

shown in Fig. 5. This axial cross section was made at the lower end of

the fuel stack. The figure illustrates that molten fuel passed along

the natural UO2 pellet with UB4 particles. Also in this region the

canning has disappeared and the shroud tube partially melted. The

corresponding autoradiograph shows that a considerable portion of the

outer surface of the lowest fuel pellet melted, see arrow.

Figure 6 illustrates in detail the shroud tube in the failure area

indicated in Fig. 5. It is concluded from Fig. 6 that melting of the

shroud tube occurred on contact with molten fuel.

2. Transient overpower experiments

(A.M. Versteegh)

The activities around the development of the HFR-TOP facility are

continuing. The second concept of the design will be completed during

the next quarter. An electrically heated dummy facility will be

constructed based on this design. Meanwhile, the construction of a
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Fig. 7 Power measuring irradiation rig.
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reloadable linear induction pump has been completed. An out-of-pile

test circuit is in the process of assembly to test this pump and

several other components under temperature conditions up to 900 C.

The consequences of increasing the diameter of the fuel pin from 6 mm

to 7.6 mm are being investigated. According to calculations, this will

result in an increase of the maximum attainable linear power, using

30% enriched UO2 fuel, from 1350 to 1850 VJ.cnT1. The power ratio from

the centre of the fuel to the outer edge will change from 0.60 to 0.56.

The consequences this has on the thermal behaviour of the fuel pin under

transient conditions are being investigated.

A power measuring irradiation rig has been designed to verify the

calculations of the attainable linear fission power in a fuel pin in

the poolside facility of the HFR (Fig. 7). For calibration purposes,

the fuel pin in the rig can be replaced by an electrically heated

dummy to determine the temperature increase of the cooling water a*.

a function of the power produced. To measure the gamma heating, a

steel or aluminium insert can be installed.

In theoretical support of the project, the CAPRI-II computer code

obtained from KfK has been adopted and is now running on the CDC 6600

computer. So far, temperature calculations were performed on a fuel pin

under HFR transient overpower conditions utilizing the so-called SOTOP

code.

An irradiation rig has been designed to test the instrumentation

including various types of pressure transducers, elongation detectors,

etc. under operational conditions.

The following capacity has been specified for the data handling system:

- 16 channels with a scan rate of 2048 Hz for the registration of signals

from the sodium pressure transducer, the elongation and chen detectors

and flow meters.

- 80 channels with a scan rate of 256 Hz for the registration of signals

from other instruments.

- 64 channels with a scan rate of 128 Hz for the registration of signals

during pre-irradiation.

- 30 channels with a scan rate ot 0.5 Hz for process conditions.
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A maximum of 14 signals can be registered simultaneously on an analog

tape recorder. The main components of the system have already been

delivered.
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III. ADVANCED FUELS

1 . Exact determination of the thermochemical properties of uranyl

halides

(E.H.P. Cordfunke, G. Prins)

This research is being carried out at ECN in the framework of a contract

signed with the IAEA in Vienna.

A paper recently written on the standard enthalpy of formation of

anhydrous uranyl fluoride UO2F2 has been published in the Journal of

Chemical Thermodynamics |33j.

The high-temperature heat content of this compound has also been

measured; the results will be submitted to the same journal. With this

publication, the research on UO2F2 will have been completed.

The high-temperature heat content of anhydrous uranyl chloride UO2CI2

has been measured and the results will be submitted to the Journal of

Chemical Thermodynamics.

Research on a new oxide chloride of uranium (1102)2^13 has been completed

and we are now trying to prepare other oxide chlorides of tetra and/or

pentavalent uranium. When these compounds have been successfully
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prepared in a reasonable state of purity, the enthalpies of solution

will be measured which will give the standard enthalpies of formation

of these oxide chlorides.

Uranyl bromides

Research on the uranyl bromides has been completed. Enthalpies of

solution of the anhydrous salt U02Br2, the monohydrate U02Br2.H20, the

trihydrate U02Br2.3H20 and the basic salt UO2(OH)Br.2H2O have been

measured. From the values obtained, the corresponding standard

enthalpies of formation have been calculated using auxiliary thermo-

dynamic data from literature. A paper on these investigations has

been written and submitted for publication in the Journal of Chemical

Thermodynamics.

The high-temperature heat content of anhydrous uranyl bromide has been

likewise measured and the results will be submitted to the journal

mentioned.

In the past various unsuccessful attempts have been made to prepare

uranyl iodide.

Since J.C. Levet described a new method of preparing uranyl bromide

monohydrate UC^B^.V^O |34|, we have endeavoured to obtain the iodo

analogue U C ^ ^ ' ^ O by a modification of his procedure in the following

way:

Amorphous UO3 was treated with hydrogen iodide gas at -20 C to check

if the following reaction occurred:

-20°C
U03(s) + 2HI(g) -^-* U02l2.H20(s) (1)

It was observed that the original red-brown colour of the UO3 changed

to brown and in the lower layer of the solid to orange.

Free hydrogen iodide gas was removed by means of a stream of argon

(at -20 C); no visible changes were observed. However, at room

temperature, iodine evolved, a small amount in the beginning followed

by large amounts soon after. Thus uranyl iodide monohydrate

is not stable at room temperature.



The hydrate being unstable, it is almost certain that anhydrous

will also be unstable at room temperature. On these grounds the

investigation on iodides has been discontinued.
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IV. RADIATION DAMAGE IN THE SNR CONSTRUCTION STEEL DIN 1.4948

(B. van der Schaaf, H.U. Staal, M.I. de Vries)

1 . Specimens

The order for the production of 200 creep specimens to specification

placed with Hembrug B.V. is nearing completion. The preparation of

another batch of about 100 raw blocks from surplus SNR structural

material, i.e. from the lower part of the reactor vessel and shield

tank, has begun and as soon as Interatom has delivered the samples of

the instrumentation support construction, the production of creep

specimens from raw blocks can commence.

2. Irradiations

The fabrication, assembly and irradiation of rigs is not running

entirely to schedule. The T-30 series is running to schedule, T-32

and T-33 irradiations have been completed successfully. The T-20

series, however, is running behind schedule. T-22 has been irradiated

to specification, but T-23, although all parts are available, can

only be assembled after the material necessary for the specimens has

been received.

The C-40 rig has not been irradiated this quarter because of the

required detailed safety evaluation of the rig. In particular, the
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Table 2 Comparison of numbers of cycles-to-failure and

saturation stresses of new type and GRIM specimens

at different total, axial strain ranges

Aet
axial total

strain range

%

0.35

0.45

0.50

0.60

0.65

0.70

0.90

1.0

1.1

1.5

1.8

2.0

2.2

3.0

Nf
cycles-to-failure

new type
specimen

122480

-

-

-

4875

-

2440

2170*)

1740

1225

900

-

670

382

GRIM
specimen

-

18700

11400

7400

-

5130

2100**)

-

-

-

320

-

-

0sat
saturation stress

MN m~2

new type
specimen

190

-

-

-

240

-

290

290

300

330

360

-

410

430

GRIM
specimen

-

220

210

230

-

250

290

-

-

-

360

-

-

*)

**)
Average of 5, standard dev.: 350

Average of 5, standard dev.: 310
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large amount of sodium present in the rig, 900 m3, is giving cause for

concern. Rigs C-41 and C-42 have been ordered.

3. Equipment

The creep laboratory for unirradiated material is under reconstruction;

the floor space is to be doubled. Creep testing of unirradiated

material is being held up owing to the air conditioning, essential for

the experiments, having been removed during reconstruction.

A series of low-cycle fatigue tests on hour-glass shaped specimens

have been performed at 823 K. The specimens were tested up to a high-

strain range of Ae = 3%. As had been expected, buckling at high-strain

ranges was less due to the compact shape of these specimens. This led

to improved results. Table 2 shows test results of the new type

specimen alongside those of the GRIM specimen obtained earlier. At

approx. Ae = 2%, the number of cycles-to-failure of the hour-glass

specimen was twice as high as the Nf value of the GRIM specimen.

4. Testing

Six specimens, three from base metal and three from welded joints, have

been heat-treated after irradiation to 5 x 1022 n.m~2 thermal prior to

creep testing at 823 K at a stress of 240 MPa. The potential effect of

the heat treatment on the mobility of the helium generated in the steel

during irradiation was scudied in this way. It became evident that

those heat treatments, at temperatures of 1000 K and 1100 K lasting

24 h, had no, or little, influence on the times-to-rupture as illustrated

in Table. 3. Only the heat-treatment at 1200 K during 24 h reduced the

time-to-rupture by 50% for base metal and by 70% for welded joints.

The ductility of the welded joints, as expressed in creep extension,

increased considerably after the first two heat treatments at 1000 and

1100 K. The values are comparable to those of base metal. This is

mainly due to structural changes in the weld and heat-affected zone
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Table 3 Times-to-rupture and creep extension of Irradiated

base metal *md welded joints heat-treated prior to

creep testing at 823 K at a stress of 240 MPa

heat treatment

none

24 h at 1000 K

24 h at 1100 K

24 h at 1200 K

material

base

weld

base

weld

base

weld

base

weld

time-to-rupture

h

135.9

185.6

144.6

211.0

131.1

200.4

73.6

66.9

creep extension

/o

2.59

0.77

3.01

2.58

3.69

5.14

1.92

1 .69

and is a well-known phenomenon with unirradiated weldments |35[- The

ductility drop shown after 24 h at 1200 K for the base metal as well

as the welded joints is not in accordance with the results of

unirradiated material and remains to be explained.

Creep-test results of previously fatigue-conditioned specimens in

irradiated and unirradiated conditions are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Fatigue conditioning was performed at 823 K with a total strain range

of 0.6%. The results are presented in terms of fractions of creep and

fatigae life as proposed by the ASME Code 1592. Both the linear and

the bilinear approach to the limiting damage sum have been included in

the figures.

Although the tests on several base metal specimens are still in

progress, it can already be seen from Fitf. 8 that for Eatigue fractions

below 0.65 the creep fractions considerably exceed their minimum values

which are calculated with the linear damage rule. The low creep

fractions of reference base metal obtained for fatigue fractions above
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Fig. 10 Crack observed in an unirradiated welded joint after low-cycle fatigue to a fraction

of 0.70. The time-to-rupture measured afterwaids was 1600 h (creep fraction 0.38).
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0.65, lying below both ASIIE limits, can be explained by the occurrence

of a cross section reduction of the specimens due to excessive fatigue

crack growth. For irradiated base metal this does not apply in the

same quantitative way because the irradiated base metal was tested at

a stress of 165 MPa and the reference material at a stress of 215 MPa.

Nevertheless, a marked drop in obtainable creep fraction can be

observed for the irradiated base metal for fatigue fractions in excess

of 0.80.

The general trend in welded joints for fatigue fractions above 0.65 is

similar, see Fig. 9. Here too, fatigue crack propagation has reduced

the cross section, Fig. 10, with consequent quite low creep fractions.

For fatigue fractions below 0.65 not the linear but the bilinear ASME

approach forms the lower boundary. For fatigue fractions above 0.60

the creep fractions are below the ASME values predicted for reference

weldments.

On comparing these fatigue-creep interaction results with those of the

reversed interaction viz. creep-fatigue reported in the first quarter

|32| it is seen the average accumulated damage of fatigue-creep

interaction is significantly larger, especially when fatigue fractions

below 0.65 are included. The rather long times-to-rupture, especially

in base metal, are mainly responsible. The increase in rupture life is

brought about by a decrease in creep rate. The exact effect on

intergranular properties is not yet understood. More metallographic

work will have to be carried out in 1978, following completion of all

the creep experiments, before firmly based conclusions can be drawn

with respect to the fracture mechanism.

Ai3:L_Cree£-tensile_interaction

Fast tensile testing of pre-fatigue conditioned base metal and welded

joints has been reported earlier as a part of this programm 136, 37 j.

The data are necessary for the evaluation of core disruptive accidents

and in particular the ability of the SNR-300 reactor vessel to absorb

sufficient energy under deformation while still remaining leak tight.

Therefore the tensile ductility, rate 1 s"1, after introduction of

low-cycle fatigue damage has been quantified.
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Complementary to these tests, a study has been made of the fast

tensile ductility, rate 1 s"1, after creep conditioning.

In Fig. 11 the tensile ductilities after the indicated creep fractions

are shown for base metal in the irradiated condition, fluence

1023 n.m~2 (E > 0.1 MeV), as well as in the reference condition. The

general trends for the irradiated and reference conditions, continuously

decreasing ductility with increasing creep fraction, are more or less

similar. For both conditions the ductility at the end of creep life is

about 40% of its original value without pre-creep conditioning. The

ductility decreases more rapidly than is the case with fatigue pre-

conditioning, which is shwon for base metal in unirradiated condition

in Fig. 12. The abscissa in that figure represents the creep fraction

as well as the fatigue fraction. A more detailed analysis of the

phenomena will be given as soon as the metallographic examination has

been completed.

The tensile ductility after the creep conditioning of welded joints in

irradiated and reference conditions is shown in Fig. 13. Except in the

case of very high creep fractions, the creep damage appears to have

little effect on fast tensile ductility. More metallographic work has

to be done to explain this.

4_14^_Tensile_tests_at_varying strain_rates

Additional tensile tests on base material specimens irradiated to fast

fluences of 1 x I023 n.m~2 and 5 x 102lt n.m~2 are being performed at

1023 K and at strain rates ranging from e = 10~7 to 1 s"1. The test

results are plotted in Fig. 14 and show the reduction of tensile

elongation with a decreasing strain rate. The onset of irradiation

embrittlernent can be observed at strain rates in the range 10""1 s"1

to 1 s"1. A remarkable recovery of the minimum ductility (about 15%

tensile elongation) was observed as against the minimum value of about

6% found at 923 K.

The influence of the strain rate on the number of cycles-to-failure

has been studied on irradiated (1 x 1023 n.m~2, E > 0.1 MeV) and
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reference base material specimens. Displacement controlled low-cycle

fatigue experiments with strain rates ranging from t = 3 x 10~3 s~- to

E = 3 x 10~5 s"1 are being performed at 823 K. A considerable

reduction of Nf (from about 2000 to 600 cycles) was observed for both

irradiated and reference material when the strain rates decreased from

e = 3 x 10~3 s"1 to 3 x 10~5 s"1, Fig. 15.

5. Investigation on crack growth parameters in the elastic plastic

region

(J. Prij)

In this quarter the main activity was a study of literature on the

applicability of existing concepts and parameters describing crack

behaviour. Attention was given to the possibility of extending the

concepts to include the three-dimensional stress-strain state.

Some work has been done on the calculation of the variation along the

three-dimensional crack front S of the energy release rate G. This

variation can be calculated with the relation:

G(s) A£(s) ds = - AP (2)

S

Here AP is the change in potential energy due to the local increase in

crack size A£(s). This equation has been elaborated by Reynen |38|

for isoparametric elements with the mid-side nodes along the front of

the crack exactly at the middle of the side. In practical applications

the element mesh is made with a mesjh generator which can result in mid-

side nodes along the front of the crack deviating from the middle of

the element side. Equation (2) is elaborated for an element with a

straight side on the crack front with a mid-side node in an arbitrary

position (Fig. 16).

y s = coordinate along the
crack front

AS. = local increase
. = nodal points in finite

element discretization

Fig. 16 Element side along a crackfront.
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The element side -along the crack front is defined by the relation for

a side of a parabolic isoparametric element as a function of the

generalised coordinate £•

(x1? x2, x 3 )
Tx = (1, £,

A£ = (1, 5, 52) [C]
x2 = xi + a (x3 - xj),

0 2 0

, A£2, A£3)

< a < 1 (3)

C ] - -1 0 1

1 -2 1

In a similar way G is supposed to vary along the side according to,

G = (1, S, ?2) [ C ] (G-!, G2, G3) (A)

Combining Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) obtains:

xl ~ X3
30

-2+12a -2+8a -1

-2+8a

-1

16 6-8a

6-8a 10-12a

G2

G3

-

AP
A£x

AP
A£2

AP
A£3

(5)

Similar equations result for each element on the crack fron. They are

assembled resulting in a system of N linear equations for the N nodal

values G. and as right hand side the N variations of potential energy

AP. due to the extension A£. of node i.
l l

For a = i s e t of equations reduces to the one derived by Reijnen.
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V. AEROSOL RESEARCH

(J.F. van de Vate)

During this period the SAUNA rig, used for the last two years for sodium

aerosol research, was dismantled and transported to the Technology

Department for their use in other ECN projects on LMFBR safety, e.g. TOP

research. After re-installation of various facilities in the laboratory,

disconnected for the SAUNA project, the new aerosol research programme

on processes in leak paths could commence. Preliminary results of these

experiments are reported below.

1. Gas-leak rate through capillaries and walls

It is well-known that the gas leakage through a capillary is laminar.

Then, according to the law of Poisseuille, the average gas velocity v

(at STP) through the capillary is proportional to the pressure difference

Ap between the entrance and exit of the capillary j 39» 401:

Vs = W ^

where:

0' = equivalent cross-sectional diameter

g = gravitational acceleration

n = gas viscosity (STP)



--*/-

ü = length

K = 16 or 24 for circular or non-circular leak path cross sections

respectively

The standard (STP) leak rate q through a system of capillaries is
s

given as:

qs = Vs S (7)

where:

S = cross-sectional area

The standard leak rate q can also be related to the pressure difference

Ap in the following way:

d V , p V V
s d , r r. r d ,. . / O N

% = — " JE ( — F 7 } • V~o dT (Ap) (8 )

or

•k (Ap) • T- % (9)

r

Here the following definitions apply:

V = leaking volume at STP

p = absolute pressure upstream leak path (inside pressure vessel)

p = absolute pressure downstream leak path (laboratory atmosphere)

V = volume of pressure vessel

A combination of Eqs. (6), (7) and (9) yields

j£ (Ap) = ß Ap (10)

with

vr 2Kn L U i )

Z is a characteristic property of a leak path system. Khen Z is measured

for a wall test specimen of volume V , it can be made dimensionless by
w

Z * = f (13)
w
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Fig. 17 Concrete test specimen for assessment of aerosol leakage.
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The correctness of Eq. (10) for leakage through a concrete test

specimen and a capillary has been proved. Indeed, a number of leak

tests have shown an exponential decay of the pressure differences

across the test specimen and the capillary.

j_^2J__Gas-leakage_test_of_a_ca£illarY

A 100 cm long stainless steel capillary (0.1 cm diameter) was connected

to a 1.2 m3 pressure vessel. The pressure decay — (£p) was measured

by means of a U-tube manometer and showed the exponential decay

according to Eq. (10). The half-life amounted to 90 minutes. From this

a time constant ß of 1.28 x 10-t* s"1 can be calculated. On the other

hand, ß can be calculated from Eq. (11) yielding a value of

1.10 x 10-l+ s"1. Taking into account the uncertainties in V and

S(0')2 for which only nominal values (quoted by the manufacturer) have

been used, this agreement between experiment and theory must be regarded

as satisfactory.

J_J1_3i_Cas-leakage_test_on_a_concrete_specimen

A 15 cm thick concrete block was placed (air-tight) on the 14 cm

diameter opening of a 20 litre stainless steel vessel. Apart from the

14 cm diameter circular area facing the vessel opening, the concrete

block was sealed air-tight by means of concrete cement (Delft-National

epoxy 1013). The pressure decay in the vessel was measured using a

U-tube manometer. Again an exponential decay was observed, in this

case with a half-life of 133 min. By applying Eqs. (12) and (13),

Z and Z values of the concrete block can be obtained which amount to

1.0 x 10 8 and 4.3 x 10~12 cm3, respectively. This is equivalent to

a straight circular capillary of about 90 ym diameter penetrating the

15 cm thick concrete block.

Additional experiments were performed using air/freon-113 mixtures in

place of pure air. The pressure decay graph in this case shows an ever

increasing leak rate; hence, a faster rate than exponential. An

explanation is sought.

New concrete test specimens (Fig. 17) have been prepared by cutting

approx. 40 cm long cylinders (14 cm diameter) from a nine-year old

concrete shield of a neutron generator.
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VI. HEAT TRANSFER AND HYDRAULICS

1 . Code development

(W. Slagter, N.H. Dekker)

2^i^_Prediction_of_fully_-develo£ed_turbulent_flows_in_rod_bundles

The computer programme VITESSE allows for the calculation of isothermal

and fully-developed turbulent velocity fields in triangularly arranged

rods. Here, the finite element method has been applied to solve the

time-averaged Navier Stokes momentum equation for the velocity field

using Prandtl's mixing length model to account for the momentum

transport by fluid turbulence |4l|. The Newton-Raphson iteration

technique is used to solve the resulting set of non-linear algebraic

equations.

The first step in the topographic description of a rod assembly is to

identify the smallest symmetry region representing the whole. This is,

in the case of a finite rod assembly with a triangular rod arrangement,

one twelfth of the bundle section. A system of cylindrical and

cartesian coordinates is used to locate the* coolant passages. A mesh

generator has been developed to automatically generate the finite

element meshes and plot the generated mesh as well as the results

obtained. The programme is particularly suited for generating a mesh

for finite rod assemblies including local mesh refinement in the wall

regions.
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4 Comparison of relative velocities at various positions
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Node numbering is given in Fig. 20
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Assembly under consideration

The bundle section considered in the present analysis, representing a

hexagonal nineteen-rod assembly, is schematically shown in Fig. 18.

The pitch to diameter ratio P/D is 1.3 and that of the dimensionless

wall distance (distance of rod centre to wall divided by rod radius)

W/R is 1.34.

In applying the finite"element method to predict the fluid flow in the

coolant passages, a mesh of quadrilateral and triangular elements was

chosen, see Fig. 19. The finite element configuration shown in

Fig. 19 comprises 2235 elements and 2340 nodal points. The boundary

layer near the wall 0 •£ y ^ 70 is made up of about nine elements

normal to the wall. The computations have been carried out for a

Reynolds number Re = 6 x 101* based on he hydraulic diameter of the

bundle.

Results^

The calculated average wall shear stress T„ = 33.76 Pa of the whole

bundle region is in close agreement with the value T = 33.93 Pa

derived from the overall momentum balance. The results of the turbulent

velocity calculations were used to prepare plots of isotachs in the flow

area, see Fig. 20. The calculated average fluid velocity over the

bundle cross section is U, = 3.935 m.s"1.
b

The ratio of the local velocity to the average velocity obtained in

this study and the experimental results reported by Trippe et al. |42|

are given in Table 4 and refer to characteristic positions of the bundle

cross section. The measured and calculated results are on the whole in

fairly good agreement.

2. Laser Doppler Anemometer measurements

(V. Vonka, J. Hoornstra)

During the second and third quarters of 1977 the Laser Doppler Anemometer

experiment in a square channel was completed and in the current quarter

the obtained data evaluated. Some results are shown in Figs. 21
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Fig. 21 Normalized axial velocity distribution in one quarter of the square channel.

(Normalized on velocity in the centre of the channel).
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through23. Figure 21 gives an example of a normalized axial velocity

distribution in one quarter of the channel. Figures 22 and 23 compare

the normalized axial velocity profile and the axial turbulence

intensity profile along a symmetry line perpendicular to a wall with

the results of Brundrett and Baines |A3]-

The precision in measuring the time-averaged velocity was so good that

during long measuring runs the long-term stability of the flow rate

became a problem. Precautions, by using a loop with a constant head,

have been taken to control the fluid temperature as it appears its

variations, through variations in viscosity and density, have the

greatest influence on the long-term stability of the flow rate.

In Fig. 23 results of two runs are shown: one with the frequency

demodulator operating in the mid-frequency (MF) range, the other in the

high-frequency range (HF). The MF values near the wall are smaller,

probalby due to dynamic limitation of the demodulator, whilst the

higher HF values can be explained by a relatively high electronic

noise of the demodulator in this range. Neither plotted data have been

corrected for these effects.

The MF values have been obtained with the frequency demodulator operating

in the lower part of the range. On checking the dynamic response it was

learned that a better response could be obtained in the middle part of

the range. This is only possible if a pre-shift device with a variable

bias frequency is used. With this in mind, a continuously variable speed

control unit, which gives a bias frequency shift up to 4 MHz, has been

purchased.

The experimental instrumentation has been installed in the rebuilt LDA

test rig together with the X-Y-Z table and the data acquisition and

processing system. Checks performed have led to some modifications in

the hard and software parts of the instrumentation.

3. Local boiling experiment ECN/KfK

(J.E. de Vries)

The assembly of the second 60-degree bundle has been delayed. Problems

arose when the heater pins were soldered into the bottom plate;
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another soldering procedure was applied with succes. The assembly was

completed by the middle of December. Much attention "was given to the

electronic equipment. The amplifiers, CAMAC-modules (timers, AD

converters, etc.) process computer DDP 516 (P 9202) and digital

magnetic tape recorder have been tested.

The experiments with this second 60-degree bundle will start in the

beginning of March 1978. The test section to be used differs somewhat

from that of the first 60-degree bundle.

The Interatom probe-type flowmeter has been replaced by one with

permanent magnets developed by IRB (KfK).

Provisions have been made to enable injections of intert gas into the

second bundle. It will be possible to inject gas at the inlet of the

bundle as well as at two positions situated in the recirculation flow

down-stream of the flow blockage. In this way, the release of fission

gas from failed fuel pins can be simulated. In the associated

experimental programme carried out at KfK, Karlsruhe,in the KNS loop,

the study of the effects of fission gas release is one of the main

items and includes an investigation of the conditions under which the

release of intert gas in partially blocked fuel elements will lead to

dry-out with possible dangerous overheating of the fuel pins.

As far as the 60-degree bundle is concerned initially only the way in

which released fission gas accumulates in the recirculation flow down-

stream of the flow-blockage will be studied. The experiments will be

performed under zero-power conditions. The gas bubbles will be

traced by void needles (chen detectors) presend in this bundle. The

maximum gas flow will be about 100 N cm^s" 1.

During the quarter under survey, KfK completed their analysis of our

single-phase experiments with the first 60-degree bundle. This has

led to the development of a semi-empirical model describing the coolant

flow prevailing down-stream of flat, solid flow obstructions in fuel

elements. There is a good agreement with the sodium velocity data

derived from a thermal noise analysis (cross correlation technique)

Kompakte Natrium Siedekreislauf
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|AA|. The said model also fits with the data obtained from the KfK-KNS

bundle experiments, the KfK water-bundle experiments and the ECN air-

flow experiments.

At ECN the analysis of the boiling experiments performed in the first

60-degree bundle is in progress. One of the approaches used to analyse

the dynamic behaviour of the local boiling sodium in this bundle is as

follows:

Under certain two-phase conditions, single vapour bubbles grow and

condense in the local overheated sodium. On partical or total

condensation of each vapour bubble, a new one will form and commence to

grow and this process repeats itself at constant intervals. The growth

rate of the bubbles is gouverned by the vapour pressure within the

bubbles as well as by the friction and intertia forces of the displaced

liquid surrounding the vapour. The coolant at the outlet of the bundle

acceleraces during bubble growth and decelerates during the condensation

phase of the vapour bubble. The coolant at the inlet of the bundle

behaves in the opposite way (See Ref. |32|, Fig. 20). The relation

between the with time varying vapour pressure and the motions of the

liquid surrounding the vapour bubble is a complicated three-dimensional

hydrodynamic problem which can be approximated by assuming that there

are only axial displacements of the coolant in the test bundle. This

method has been applied amongst others by K. Gast |A51 and H.K. Fauske

|46| in calculation models on local boiling where the motions of the

liquid slugs upstream and downstream of the boiling zone have been

approximated by one-dimensional equations of motion obtainable by

integration of the one-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for

incompressible fluids. These equations of motion for the liquid slugs

at the test section outlet (subscript 1) and test section inlet

(subscript 2) are:

p.Lj.V^t) = PQ(t) - Pj - K! Jp Vi(t)
2 - g.Ah! (14)

p.L2.V2(t) = P2 - PQ(t) - K2 Jp V 2(t)
2 - pg.Ah2 (15)

where:

P (t) = vapour pressure

P> = liquid pressure

V.(t) = liquid flow velocity
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K. = constant of friction forces
l

o = density of liquid

p = acceleration constant of gravity

Ah. = hydrostatic fall of liquid

Subscripts: i, i = 1 test section outlet

i = 2 test section inlet

These momentum equations give approximate relations between the dynamic

vapour pressure P (t) and the velocities Vj (t) and Vo(t) of the liquid

slugs. The slug lengths Lj and L? for the acceleration forces have

been calculated from the test section geometrical data. The differences

in the hydrostatic levels Ah] and Ah? were calculated from the same

source. The constants K^ and K2 for the frictional pressure losses have

been obtained from the stationary single-phase conditions, when

V1 = V2 = 0, by measurement of the pressures at the test section inlet

(P2) and outlet (Pi) and at the blockage (P ) and by measurement of the
o

coolant velocities (Vj = \?2 at single-phase conditions). The validity

of this approximation in the case of single-bubble boiling has been

experimentally verified. As shown in Ref. |32|, Fig. 20, a remarkably

good agreement exists between the measured vapour pressure oscillations

and those deduced from the coolant velocities by applying these one-

dimensional momentum equations. Single-bubble boiling has been

observed during experiments with the first 60-degree bundle under

various conditions. Remarkable was the constant frequency with which

the bubbles formed during stationary two-phase conditions and the

harmonic character of the vapour pressure and flow oscillations. An

effort was made to compare the phases and amplitudes of these

oscillations with those anticipated from the one-dimensional momentum

equations. When the oscillating components of the vapour pressure and

sodium velocities are small compared to their mean values, the

momentum equations can be linearized. A harmonic solution of theie

linear differential equations gives the following relation for the

amplitudes of the vapour pressure and liquid flow oscillations:

(po/pv.)
2 = 4*2 L.2 f2 + K.2 V2 (16)
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where:

p = amplitude of vapour pressure oscillations

v. = amplitude of liquid flow oscillations

V = mean sodium flow

f = boiling frequency

L. = constant of acceleration fo".. ?«

K. = constant of friction forces

p = density of liquid

Subscripts: i, i = 1 test section outlet

i = 2 test section inlet

This shows that the ratio of the amplitudes of the vapour pressure and

flow oscillations p /v. increases with an increase of the boiling

frequency f or the mean sodium flow in the bundle V. The mean values

and standard deviations of (p /pv.) 2 have been calculated for large

series of bubbles under various stationary conditions during the

boiling experiments, i.r. for single bubble boiling with different

values of the mean sodium velocity V and boiling frequency f. It has

been found that the measured data fulfil the above-given relation

rather well although the acceleration and friction constants L. and K.

obtained in this way differ from the values obtained from calculations

and single-phase stationary measurements. The analysis will be

continued in the coming quarter.
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